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Call: 800.645.2310 • Fax: 800.957.7362

Instruments pictured are not actual size.

EXTRAORAL CHEEK
RETRACTOR
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.

The easy to use Extraoral
Cheek retractors provide
full view for bonding of
anterior and posterior
teeth.  The materials are
cold sterilizable and do not
reflect light from a flash.

2/Pkg.
0900392 Teen [ORT-300-022]
0900394 Adult [ORT-300-020]
0900396 Pedo [ORT-300-021]

EXPANDO
O.S.E. CO., INC.

The Expando cheek
retractor provides
unrestricted access to
the entire oral cavity. It retracts the soft tissues
keeping the whole treatment area free without
additional assistance.  It is a safety device, 
lip protector, cheek shield and tongue guard 
all-in-one.

9904299 #1 Small
9904298  #2 Medium
9904296 #3 Large

LIP RETRACTOR
INTEGRA MILTEX

Lip retractors position
lips away from the
teeth and gums to
increase visibility and
accessibility during dental procedures.

2/Pkg.
9515610   [017-31622]

MIRAHOLD CHEEK
RETRACTOR
HAGAR WORLDWIDE

The Mirahold Cheek
Retractors feature an extra-
long handle to user’s hand stays clear from view.
They are ideal for injections and photography
because they are transparent and nonreflective the
Clear plastic material is comfortable for the
patient.

2/Set
9515605   Adult [605450]
9515607   Child [605451]

OPTRAGATE
IVOCLAR VIVADENT

OptraGate retracts the lips and
cheeks evenly and gently,
allowing more effective, relative
isolation of the treatment field.
The soft, flexible material adapts to the
movements of the mouth in a controlled manner
and is comfortable to wear for patients e.g. during
the occlusion check or x-ray imaging of the teeth.

Clear, 80/Pkg.
9531822 Assortment [577275]
9536670  Refill Regular [590850]
9532666  Refill Small [590851]

LIP RING RETRACTOR
ORTHO TECHNOLOGY, INC.

The unique rolled front
of the retractor shields
the patient’s lips making
it the perfect retractor
for interproximal
reduction techniques.
The spring like action
maintains the retraction
of the patients lips for
superior access.

2/Pkg.
0748012   [54683]

SOFT-DEX RETRACTOR
SELECT DENTAL

These soft and pliable,
easy to place retractors
are ideal for patient
comfort.  They provide a
full view of the anterior
and posterior regions and are autoclavable. 

2/Pkg.
0901835 Adult [110-1005]
9515709 Child[110-1004]                                   

SPANDEX LIP & CHEEK
RETRACTOR
HAGAR WORLDWIDE

The Spandex Lip and Cheek
Retractors are comfortable for
your patient and warm to the
touch. They snap easily into place and allow a
clear view of the work area.  They are ideal for
photography, oral surgery and restorative bonding.

2/Pkg.
9515620 Adult [605454]                              
9515625 Child [605455]

SHARPENERS &
SHARPENING STONES

SHARPENING STONES
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby Sharpening Stones are used primarily for
routine sharpening procedures. 

ARKANSAS WOOD BOX
The Arkansas Wood Box is used for cutting the
edge of instruments.

9520772  3'' x 1'' x 3/16''

ARKANSAS FLAT FINE 
The Arkansas Flat Fine is used for cutting the edge
of dull instruments.

9520760 3” x 1” x 3/16”
9430468 4 1/16” x 1” x 3/8” 

INDIA COMBO TYPE
The India Combo Type is used for sharpening
straight and curved edges as well as routine
sharpening.

9520768  4'' x 1 3/4'' x 5/8''

INDIA SHARPENING STONE
The India Sharpening Stone, Fine Grit, is used for
routine sharpening procedures.

9430466

CERAMIC MEDIUM GRIT
The Ceramic Medium Grit is used for routine
sharpening.

9430462

SILICONE CARBIDE
The Silicone Carbide stones are fast cutting
making them ideal for initial coarse sharpening. 

9430464
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